RL Orchestra Technical rider
*Please pay close attention to this rider  it
describes specific technical requirements
needed for the band to deliver a high quality
performance. If you have trouble arranging
certain conditions, please contact band
representative immediately.
*If the club/venue is relatively small and
cozy, it could be possible for us to bring our
own equipment (meaning  amplifiers for
guitars). If that's the case, please contact
band representative.
Instruments: 2 Electroacoustic guitars,
Bass, Percussion set (cajon, udu drum + 2 cymbals), cello
Setup:

Band needs 60 minutes of setup time and sound check, assuming that all the requested
gear is available, hooked up and working.

A house technician has to be available during setup and sound check, as well as during
performance. She or he has to be knowledgeable about the design, setup and wiring of the house
systems

The stage should be clean of all but the necessary equipment during setup.
PA system
:


First class active Stereo PA system (2 tops, capable of handling low frequencies with ease.
No subs needed, if it's not a big stage),

At least 16 channel professional mixing board with built in effects

A sound engineer
Microphones :

Shure Beta 58a  Vocal

DPA 4099C clipon mic, or other good clipon microphone  Cello

Percussion mics  Shure SM57 or AKG D110 (cajon), Shure SM57 (Udu), Shure SM81
(Overhead)
All the mics should be on stands.
Amps/Direct boxes :

Marshall AS 50D x2 or Marshall AS 100D x2 (if not possible  2 DI) + 3 guitar stands

Gallien Krueger, EBS or Ampeg 4x10 Cabinet with head + guitar stand

Monitor system:

Big stage  4 monitors (4 independent lines)

Small stage  2 monitors (2 independent lines)
Additional requirements :

Regular sized chair without armrests x 5 (small stage) or x 2 (big stage)
Stage plot :
1.
Big stage

2.Small stage

Food, hospitality and performance requirements
1.
The employer agrees to provide dinner and supper for the whole band on the day of the
performance
2.
Coffee, Tea, Mineral water (still), napkins and vegetarian snacks should be available to the
band from the beginning of setup.
3.
During performance, we require 0,5l mineral water (still) bottles on the stage for each band
member
Again, if you have trouble arranging certain conditions of this rider, please contact us:
+37126105684
rihards.libietis@gmail.com

